MSS Representative Councillor Report —
November 1, 2018
Medical Students’ Society:

- Attended a meeting with the MSS and the dean of the faculty of medicine, Dean David Eidelman, and updated him on some SSMU related issues: the resignation of the former VP external and the renaming of the McGill men varsity team.

- Was involved in some discussion regarding improving student space at McIntyre while there are renovations.

- In the beginnings of finding out how to advocate for a change in cafeteria service at McIntyre for the opening of the renovated cafeteria in September of 2019.

- Working with The Explore! Careers in Health team to reach out to other faculties/programs that may benefit from this program.

- Working with MSS IT officer on creating a submission page on the mcgillmed website that would allow students to post the student offers/discounts they are aware of that may be relevant to members of the MSS.

Student Society of McGill University:

- Shared some valuable ‘slack guide’ documents with the VP internal to share with legislative council members.

- Discussed the possibility of a slack channel for all presidents of students’ societies of McGill on the committees of legislative council workplace. Also, discussed the potential benefit of having all committee channels on the workplace be public to members of the workplace.

Health and Dental committee:

- Had the first meeting. Working on a survey regarding StudentCare that will be distributed to all students in effort to find out what coverage students want more or less of. The second meeting is on the 2nd of November.

Respectfully submitted,

Kenzy Abdelhamid
MSS Representative — Students’ Society of McGill University
medrep@ssmu.ca